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We are honored that 
CRN has recognized the 
new Micro Focus Partner 
Program as one of the IT 
channel’s top programs 
in 2019. Partners are at 
the heart of our business 
success and this award 
endorses the focus we will 
continue to deliver around 
our Partner Acceleration 
strategy.

“

“
Q. Describe what you’re doing to make it easier and more profitable 
for partners to work with Micro Focus.
A. This year Micro Focus introduced its new, integrated partner program, which  rep-
resents the culmination of large-scale investments to deliver a single new, worldwide 
partner program. We’ve streamlined the processes and structure to make it easier for 
our partners to do business with us. In recognition of the skills and specializations that 
partners bring, our program returns healthy, predictable profitability and a range of 
competitive benefits.

Q. What did you set out to achieve with this new program?
A. It is designed and recognized for its ability to deliver on three core principles:
Ease of Use – through a simplified, three-tiered partner structure and a streamlined part-
ner portal providing free access to the same on-demand sales and technical enablement 
as Micro Focus’ direct salesforce enjoys.
Accessibility – via a single platform from which to access six product groups and multiple 
product portfolios, opening significant cross-sell opportunities. It also awards Portfolio 
Expert accreditations that partners can use to differentiate from their competition.
Opportunity – made possible through our broadened product portfolio with an installed 
base of approximately 40,000 customers. We further support this opportunity with valu-
able financial benefits including deal registration and market development funds (MDF) 
for all Gold and Platinum partners.

Q. What will partners experience under the new unified program?
A. We have organized under three partner tiers: Authorized, Gold and Platinum. 
Engaged partners will see their benefits increase as they expand their product exper-
tise. For example, at the Authorized level, partners can access sales and technical 
enablement to take advantage of the cross-sell potential in adjacent solutions within 
our product suite. Then, as their expertise grows, more valuable and robust sales, 
marketing and enablement benefits become available at Gold and Platinum tiers.

Q. How are these program changes equipping your partners to  
effectively power their customers’ digital transformations?
A. That is the most important part. We’re enabling partners to be successful in help-
ing their customers succeed in the race to digital transformation with our advanced 
software solutions that bridge the gap between existing and emerging technologies. 
In conjunction, we’re providing partners with increased opportunities to generate 
more predictable profitability and to grow and expand their businesses. 


